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ABSTRACT 
 
Recently, the authors presented a fully automatic camera calibration algorithm. The open-source software FAUCCAL (Fully Automatic 
Camera Calibration) is now freely available on the Internet. Input is simply different images of standard chess-board patterns; the 
software then proceeds automatically to produce calibration results and statistical data for camera parameters selected by the user. 
With this software, feature points are first extracted with a Harris operator, among which valid pattern nodes are separated and subse-
quently ordered in columns and rows in correspondence with pattern nodes. Initial values for all unknown parameters are estimated 
automatically. Based on the established point correspondences and initial values, a final bundle adjustment allows fully recovering – 
without use of any external information – the camera geometry parameters selected by the user. Besides camera constant, principal 
point location and radial-symmetric lens distortion polynomial, these may include decentering lens distortion, aspect ratio and skew-
ness. Graphical output is also provided. The FAUCCAL site provides users with the source code in Matlab, detailed documentation of 
the software (including tips), links to bibliographical references and an image test dataset with results. It is believed that our software 
will prove useful to everyone, and particularly non-photogrammetrists, involved in the field of cultural heritage documentation. The 
authors welcome any questions but also suggestions, comments and criticism which will help improve this toolbox. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Image-based documentation of cultural heritage is a rapidly de-
veloping field of interest and research with numerous applica-
tions, notably presented at CIPA symposia. Today, such projects 
rely almost exclusively on the use of uncalibrated off-the-shelf 
digital cameras. These projects are carried out by different ex-
perts, many of who (architects, archaeologists, conservationists) 
are not familiar with photogrammetry. In view of this, the issue 
of camera calibration clearly becomes very important. In practi-
cal close-range photogrammetric tasks, furthermore, it is often 
preferable to precalibrate cameras (Remondino & Fraser, 2006). 
 
For a typical user, cameras should ideally be calibrated automa-
tically, exclusively from image sets taken rapidly with unknown 
exterior orientation. An answer to this demand is free availabili-
ty of open-source user-friendly software for automatic camera 
calibration, based on simple 2D patterns of the chess-board type 
recorded in different perspective views. Such patterns are easy 
to construct and facilitate automation via feature extraction al-
gorithms. Freely accessible tools of this kind have been mainly 
inspired by ‘plane-based calibration’ (Sturm & Maybank, 1999; 
Zhang, 1999), which rests on the projective transformations be-
tween a plane of known metric structure and its images, usually 
followed by a non-linear refinement step. The Camera Calibra-
tion Toolbox for Matlab of J.-Y. Bouguet (see cited site), imple-
mented also in C++ and included in the Open Source Computer 
Vision library distributed by Intel, is the best known among fun-
ctional tools of this type; other approaches (see Bouguet web-
site) often represent ‘add-ons’ to this tool. Another interesting 
free calibration toolbox is DLR CalDe – DLR CalLab (see site). 
 
Elaborating on the concept behind the semi-automatic calibra-
tion toolbox of Bouguet, the authors have presented a camera 
calibration algorithm which – unlike similar approaches – runs 
in a fully automatic mode, dispensing with special targets, non-
symmetric patterns and assumptions regarding lens distortion or 
appearance of the full calibration pattern on images; exclusive 

assumption here is that different images of a typical chess-board 
pattern (succession of dark and light squares), acquired with the 
same camera, are available. 
 
This algorithm – whose exclusive purpose is camera calibration, 
i.e. camera exterior orientations are irrelevant – has been docu-
mented and tested in Douskos et al. (2007 and 2008). Now it is 
available as open-source free-access software FAUCCAL (Fully 
AUtomatic Camera CALibration), which can be downloaded at 
 
http://www.survey.ntua.gr/main/labs/photo/staff/gkarras/fauccal.html. 

 
The FAUCCAL site provides potential users with the source code 
in Matlab, a detailed documentation of the software (including 
tips), links to bibliographical references and a test image dataset 
with results. For the details of the algorithm readers are referred 
to the above publications. Purpose of this paper is to present the 
toolbox and describe its basic functions and tools. It is believed 
that our software will prove useful to those involved in the field 
of cultural heritage documentation. Any question, suggestion or 
critical comment will help improve the toolbox and, of course, 
is welcome by the authors; and so are modifications, extensions 
or possible add-ons. 
 
 

2. OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM 
 
Assuming that a user has acquired – with the same camera and 
focus – images of a black-and-white chess-board pattern with 
square tiles, the process flows automatically to produce results, 
statistical data and graphical outputs for the camera parameters 
selected by the user. A Harris point operator (estimated accura-
cy ~0.1 pixel) is first applied to extract the chess-board nodes. 
Actual nodes are then separated from noisy points; subsequently 
they are linked and ordered in columns and rows (‘gaps’ are 
tolerated, i.e. it is not necessary to identify all individual nodes 
or every row and column). Thanks to the square tiles, physical 
correspondence between image and pattern nodes is not needed. 
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As a consequence, image exterior orientations given in the solu-
tion may differ by in-plane translation and/or rotation from the 
actual ones; this, however, does not affect interior orientation. 
 
To exclude outliers, only points belonging to intersecting image 
lines are at first accepted as valid nodes. Approximations for the 
unknown parameter values are gained automatically through the 
vanishing points of the two pattern directions. After a first solu-
tion, remaining extracted nodes are checked by back-projection 
and – if their image residuals are tolerable – accepted as valid. 
With all established point correspondences, a final bundle ad-
justment allows recovering – without use of any external infor-
mation – the camera geometry parameters selected by the user. 
For further details see Douskos et al. (2007 and 2008). 
 
 

3. USING THE CALIBRATION TOOLBOX 
 
3.1 Mathematical model, parameters, options 
 
The basic menu of the FAUCCAL toolbox is the following:  
 

Figure 1. Starting window 
 
On the left section of this GUI the combination of the camera 
interior orientation elements which will be estimated is selected. 
These include the camera constant c, the image coordinates 
(xo,yo) of the principle point, the aspect ratio α, the skewness sk, 
and the coefficients of radial-symmetric (k1, k2) and decentering 
(p1, p2) lens following:  distortions. The camera model is the 
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(Xo, Yo, Zo denote the object space coordinates of the projection 
centre, while rij are the elements of the image rotation matrix). 
 
Depending on the application, it may be necessary to calculate 
distortion parameters in either of the following ways, an option 
offered by the program: 

■ by referring distortion to the centrally projected ground 
point coordinates on the image plane (Ground-based), i.e. by 
adopting the rigorous perspective model (this expression of 
distortion is needed e.g. if later in the project the images will 
have to digitally rectified); 
■ by referring distortion to the measured image point coor-
dinates (Image-based). This is the case when only image co-
ordinates may be used ( .g  if relative orientation will be per-
formed later with the co l arity condition). 
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In case the Image-based option is chosen, x and y are simply the 
measured image coordinates of the point. 
 
On the right of Fig. 1, certain parameters concerning the bundle 
adjustment may be set. These include the convergence limit for 
the corrections of the c, xo, yo parameter values (for corrections 
below this limit the toolbox exits the bundle adjustment loop) 
and the maximum number of allowed iterations (above this limit 
the adjustment is considered as failed). Further, it is possible to 
regard the pattern nodes not as ‘fixed’ control points, i.e. error-
free, but rather as ‘observed’, i.e. subject to uncertainty (Uncer-
tain control points). In this case, σ-values (standard deviations) 
must be inserted for the image and the ground coordinates of the 
pattern nodes to allow calculation of a weight matrix. As scale 
is here irrelevant, the squares of the pattern could be given any 
arbitrary size (as to how this issue is handled here the reader is 
referred to the available documentation text). 
 
With selection of the ‘Perform back-projection’ option, the al-
gorithm – after a first solution has been reached – will automati-
cally back-project all missing pattern nodes, plus 3 additional 
outer rows and columns on all sides of the chess-board. This is 
to detect any nodes extracted but missed or discarded in the ini-
tial bundle adjustment and introduce them in the final solution. 
 
The Resize images option will increase speed. Provided that the 
Matlab ‘Image Processing Toolbox’ has been installed, images 
larger than 920 pixels in width or 720 in height will then be au-
tomatically resized to 640 pixels width (the original aspect ratio 
is retained). The Harris operator is applied initially to the down-
sized images; the extracted points are transferred to the original 
images, on which the Harris operator is applied only in a small 
area around these positions. Thus, the point extraction algorithm 
runs approximately 10 times faster on a 7 Mpixel image. By de-
fault, this option is set to ‘on’. Yet, if in some cases (mainly due 
to unsuitable imagery) the point operator will not manage to ex-
tract enough points in the down-sized image, it must be applied 
directly to the original image. Computation time will increase, 
but as many points as possible will be extracted from the image. 
 
3.2 Running the Program 
 
The ‘Run’ button initializes the camera calibration process, and 
in the dialog box the images to be used for calibration must be 



selected (the ‘Tips’ in the documentation text give advice about 
image number and configurations). Throughout the initialization 
phase (details are found in Douskos et al., 2008), a wait bar will 
show which image is being processed at the moment (Fig. 2). 
 

Figure 2. Wait bar indicating the image being processed. 
 
After the final bundle adjustment (following the step of back-
projection) has converged, two windows will appear. The first 
(Fig. 3) displays all image points with residuals >3 times larger 
than the standard error σo of the adjustment. In this window one 
can select and exclude all, or some, of these points from the so-
lution; in this case the adjustment is resumed. 
 

Figure 3. Details for image point residuals >3×σo. 
 
In the second window (Fig. 4) the user may review all images of 
the dataset, and also visualize on each image all nodes involved 
in the bundle adjustment as well as the corresponding residuals 
(vectors of the residuals are enlarged by a factor of 100). 
 

 
Figure 4. Image points and image residuals. 
 
Nodes which have taken part in the initial solution will appear 
in yellow, nodes recovered by back-projection appear in green, 
points which belong to the additional outer rows and columns 
appear in red (no such points are present in Fig. 4). A calculator 
at the bottom of the window allows finding the point closest to 

coordinates inserted by users in the corresponding textboxes, or 
shows the coordinates and residuals of a point given by its code 
number. Points can also be seen with the ‘Show point’ button. 
 
If it is chosen not to exclude any points, the toolbox displays a 
window which presents the final estimated values for the cali-
bration parameters with their standard errors and the precision 
σo of the adjustment (Fig. 5). 
 

Figure 5. Window with calibration results. 
 
Then one can give a name to the file in which the results will be 
saved; else, results will be stored automatically in a ‘results.txt’ 
file. The results file includes σo, values of all camera parameters 
with standard errors and correlations, the values of the ‘exterior’ 
orientation parameters and all image residuals. Included are also 
further useful details such as date, number and names of images, 
type of control, namely ‘fixed’ or ‘observed’ (in the second case 
the a priori precision estimates used for image and pattern coor-
dinates are recorded), number of observations and of unknowns, 
degree of freedom, number of iterations and time elapsed. And, 
finally, the toolbox will plot the radial distortion curve (calibra-
ted after Karras et al., 1998), as seen in Fig. 6. 
 

Figure 6. Calibrated curve of the radial lens distortion. 
 
The above results and all examples in previous windows refer to 



a camera calibration process based on the image dataset (seen in 
Fig. 7) which is available to download, along with a results file, 
in the FAUCCAL website. All options had been set to default, ex-
cept for the back-projection option which was set to ‘on’.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Image dataset available in the FAUCCAL website. 
 
In the documentation at the FAUCCAL website, tips are given re-
garding the smooth functioning of the toolbox. Here it is merely 
pointed out that a pattern should consist of a sufficiently large 
number columns and rows (e.g. ≥ 8), however not too large (e.g. 
≤ 20) since this might result in imaged tiles too small and, thus, 
confused with their neighbours as in Fig.8. This image also re-
presents an example to be avoided. The pattern includes an ex-
cessively large number of nodes (33×27), i.e. the squares may 
appear too small on the images. Combined with strong perspec-
tive, this causes difficulties in distinguishing nodes from each 
other, mainly at the far end (particularly if the ‘Resize images’ 
option is used). Besides, the pattern is not planar (see arrows). 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
A toolbox implemented in Matlab has been presented which, on 
the sole assumption that a squarely-tiled chess-board has been 
captured from different views, allows a camera to be calibrated 
in a fully automatic way. The authors have tested it with various 
data, including datasets available on the Internet, and it appears 
that if functions satisfactorily with any ‘resonable’ dataset. The 
source code can be downloaded, along with its documentation. 

The authors hope that this tool will be of use to those involved 
in cultural herirage documentation, and of course welcome any 
questions, critical comments and futher extensions of the code 
(Prokos et al., 2009, have modified it for the automatic calibra-
tion and relative orientation of a stereocamera). 
 

 
Figure 8. Image type not recommended. 
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